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ABSTRACT 
It is difcult to design systems that honor the complex and often 
contradictory emotions that can be surfaced by sensitive encoun-
ters with recommender systems. To explore the design and ethical 
considerations in this space, we interviewed 20 people who had re-
cently seen sensitive content through Facebook’s Memories feature. 
Interviewees typically described how (1) expectedness, (2) context 
of viewing, and (3) what we describe as “afective sense-making” 
were important factors for how they perceived “bittersweet” con-
tent, a sensitizing concept from our interviews that we expand 
upon. To address these user needs, we pose provocations to sup-
port critical work in this area and we suggest that researchers and 
designers: (1) draw inspiration from no/low-technology artifacts, 
(2) use empirical research to identify contextual features that have 
negative impacts on users, and (3) conduct user studies on afective 
sense-making. 

CAUTION: This paper discusses difcult subject matter related 
to death and relationships. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; 
Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
CAUTION: Throughout the paper there are mentions of difcult 
subject matter, including murder and suicide. A fatal overdose and 
an abusive relationship are mentioned in Section 5.3.2. 
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Jeremy loves being a father, but would be the frst to admit that 
parenthood has been harder than he expected. As a stay-at-home 
dad in Louisiana, Jeremy described some reoccurring challenges 
with his son that often left him feeling defeated. It was during a 
low moment when he opened up Facebook and found a picture of 
his father and his uncle hunting at the top of his News Feed, an old 
post resurfaced by Facebook’s Memories feature. Many technology-
mediated refection (TMR) systems, such as Memories, are sup-
ported by recommender systems that curate past content and are 
designed to give users an opportunity to refect on the past. For 
Jeremy, “it felt like a sign.” 

Jeremy’s father passed away 18 years ago from a cardiac arrest, 
but three years ago Jeremy’s sister scanned dozens of old photos, 
which Jeremy then shared on Facebook. Encountering one of these 
photos brought back the pain of losing his father, amplifed by the 
confusion and frustration he now felt as a parent. But he also felt 
like his dad was looking down on him, saying, “don’t give up; just 
keep going.” 

When he reached out to his sister, she told him that she had 
gotten the same Memory. They talked about their father, and how 
much they still missed him. That night Jeremy found himself staring 
at the photo, crying as he went to sleep. And while in many ways 
this experience was painful for Jeremy, he also found it beautiful 
and uplifting. 

Revisiting our digital pasts can be powerful. These experiences 
can be meaningful in ways that are complicated, messy, joyous, 
and sad—often at the same time. TMR systems are designed to 
make that experience ultimately positive for a user. Facebook’s 
Memories feature, for example, is one of the most loved features 
on the platform with, as of 2018, over 90 million people using it 
daily.1 Research has shown that TMRs are generally successful in 
having a positive impact on users’ well-being [33, 42]. Even though 
the recommender systems used in TMR systems sometimes show 
users sensitive content that may be distressing—such as pictures 
of a deceased loved one—studies have shown that TMRs provide 
well-being benefts for both positive and negative memories [33], 
although they may initially negatively impact a person’s current 
mood before the well-being efects emerge. An individual may 
need to refect further before they experience positive impacts [43]. 
However, not all memories have the same impacts on users, and 
designing recommender systems to accommodate the wide range 
of users’ needs is an open challenge. 

In this work we turn to encounters with sensitive content (i.e., 
content that has the potential to evoke a strong emotional response) 

1https://about.fb.com/news/2018/06/all-of-your-facebook-memories-are-now-in-
one-place/ 
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to ask how recommender systems can and should account for pos-
itive and negative experiences, as well as those experiences that 
evoke complex, bittersweet emotions. Users may not want to go 
through negative feelings even if they would ultimately lead to 
greater happiness, and conversely, some users do not want to only 
see content that makes them happy—they may want to see content 
that is meaningful to them even if it hurts. We need to understand 
the benefts and harms of systems that curate sensitive content, 
but currently it is difcult to do so in a nuanced way through the 
mechanisms used to assess recommender systems (e.g., engagement, 
share-rates, and click-through-rates). To that end, we interviewed 
20 Facebook users who had recently seen a post via Facebook’s 
Memories feature related to a sensitive life event. 

This paper makes fve main contributions to social computing 
research on the sociotechnical impacts of recommender systems 
that curate content related to people’s personal social lives: 

(1) we uncover the complex emotions and experiences that peo-
ple have with these systems, 

(2) we introduce and explore the concept of “bittersweet” con-
tent, a sensitizing concept from our interviews, 

(3) we introduce and explore the concept of “afective sense-
making”, 

(4) we identify open challenges for creating more compassionate 
and sensitive recommender systems that curate personal 
content, and 

(5) we develop provocations and suggested practices for re-
searchers and designers to address these challenges. 

While we focus on TMRs in this paper, this work has wider im-
plications for recommender systems that curate social and personal 
content. We can imagine sensitive encounters with other kinds 
of recommender systems, such as receiving an advertisement for 
Mother’s Day fowers after one’s mother has passed away; recom-
mender system generated playlists curating music that reminds 
one of an ex; and recommender system generated photo albums 
of pictures taken in a hospital. These systems have the capacity to 
both delight and distress users—and we hope that this paper will 
help researchers and designers to refect on the impacts of these 
systems and their ethical responsibilities to users. 

2 RELATED WORK: ALGORITHMICALLY 
CURATED BITTERSWEET MEMORIES 

We discuss the potential benefts of technology-mediated refection 
systems (TMRs), but also discuss the shortcomings of the recom-
mender systems they employ, including the technical limitations of 
incorporating user feedback. These systems are particularly chal-
lenged by the difculty of identifying sensitive content that is not 
“good” or “bad”—in other words, the bittersweet content which 
exists in a liminal space that resists algorithmic categorization or 
quantifcation. We turn to HCI and critical algorithm studies liter-
ature to discuss users’ qualitative experiences with recommender 
systems. 

2.1 Technology-Mediated Refection 
Technology-mediated refection systems (TMRs) (e.g., Timehop, 
Google’s Rediscover This Day, Apple’s Memories feature in Photos, 
and Facebook Memories) are applications or features that present 

users with these technology-mediated recordings of their lives and 
implicitly or explicitly prompt users to refect on them. These sys-
tems may have structured prompts (e.g., a question for users to 
answer) or present the user with an unstructured space to refect 
(e.g., Facebook allows users to repost Memories with added com-
mentary but does not prompt people to refect on any particular 
topic) [42]. 

In this context, refection is the act of “actively reviewing” a 
memory [43]. One motivation behind the early design of TMRs 
was to enhance the well-being benefts of unmediated refection 
techniques [42, 43]—such as through better accessibility (i.e., a user 
can access their data on their mobile phone) and more complete 
recordings of memories. (The benefts of refection through non-
technological means is discussed further in Section 7.1.) Refection 
on both positive and negative experiences has been shown to typi-
cally have well-being benefts [52]. Conversely, some people tend 
to ruminate (i.e., they perseverate on distressing events that nor-
mally would be “edited” or forgotten) [50], which can have negative 
health outcomes [51], and TMR systems may act in a similar way if 
they prevent users from forgetting events. However, Konrad, Isaacs, 
and Whittaker argue that they also hold promise because providing 
detailed information to users about their pasts may prevent rumi-
nation by helping them identify solutions to problems that they 
faced [42]. For example, if a user had a bad experience with public 
speaking, refecting on the experience might help them identify 
reasons that it did not go well, such as not eating before giving 
the speech. These kinds of refections can imbue experiences with 
diferent or additional meanings—Facebook posts that are a record 
of “banal and everyday experiences of users” may be made into 
“intimate and signifcant” memories when users view and refect on 
them [54]. 

TMRs often present users with content that has been algorith-
mically curated, such as the algorithmically generated albums of 
Google Photos that use location data and facial recognition to put 
together albums around a common theme [46]. Through this cura-
tion, people are able to view their pasts in new ways that are not 
easy for them to curate on their own or access through their organic 
memory; however, some have argued that curating content in this 
way may have some troubling implications—recommender systems 
classify content to select what is “worthy” of being remembered 
[48] and flter out what “should” be made invisible and forgotten 
[34]. However, they do not do so without human input—TMRs 
rely on human feedback loops in order to perform these functions 
as“self-learning machines” that adapt to observable and quantifable 
human actions [46]. 

2.2 Curation in practice 
Although TMRs are shown to be emotionally helpful for many users, 
it is difcult for many recommender systems to meaningfully incor-
porate user feedback about content that evokes complex emotions; 
while recommender systems attempt to personalize their results 
to what specifc users want, ways for users to provide feedback to 
recommender systems (so that they can be personalized further) 
are somewhat limited. In this section, we discuss the approaches to 
gathering and using implicit and explicit user feedback, the limita-
tions to these approaches, and what HCI research has uncovered 
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about both the benefcial and harmful impacts of these approaches 
on users. 

Recommender systems primarily use implicit and explicit user 
feedback in order to personalize their results. Explicit feedback 
mechanisms include rating questionnaires or indicating whether 
content is liked/disliked [36, 39]. Implicit feedback is much more 
bountiful and involves detecting user preferences through user 
behavior and how they interact with the recommender system, 
such as user purchase history, what webpage elements a user clicks 
on, browsing history and how long a user spends on each webpage, 
and search history [31], as well as contextual factors, such as a 
user’s location [4]. 

Both implicit and explicit feedback sufer from performance chal-
lenges due to noisy data. Explicit feedback has mixed success even 
in typical settings because users may not provide these data fre-
quently [39] and because the data they do provide may be biased or 
noisy [1, 2, 64]. Having users re-rate items may help mitigate issues 
with accuracy but may not be a realistic solution [2]. Nonetheless, 
explicit feedback is considered to be more accurate than implicit 
feedback [1]; however, it is far less plentiful than implicit feedback 
[31]. 

Explicit feedback can present a diferent kind of noise than im-
plicit feedback because it is more “subjective”: some people are 
more likely to give explicit feedback than others [8], some people 
provide more expert feedback [9], and some people are more likely 
to give feedback in certain contexts (e.g., they have strong positive 
or negative feelings [30] or perceive that a purchase has a high 
transactional risk [40]). But explicit feedback can be more meaning-
ful than implicit feedback because it uses scales to indicate whether 
a user liked or disliked content (e.g., a user gives a song thumbs up 
or thumbs down); whereas, implicit feedback typically only gathers 
positive feedback, in other words, a user’s “degree of preference” 
(e.g., because a user listened to a song multiple times, they likely 
want to hear it again more than they want to hear a song they have 
listened to once) [31, 35]. 

Both kinds of feedback have privacy concerns, such as of data 
breaches by employees or third parties and re-identifcation of 
anonymized data, and, as we explore in Section 6.1, implicit data is 
especially troubling in terms of user consent [28, 37, 49]. 

2.2.1 Sensitive social media content in HCI research. Sensitive con-
tent presents recommender systems with additional challenges 
related to feedback. Recommender systems are typically designed 
to give people a “good match”/“more like this”—however, this is not 
how we experience the world when it comes to sensitive content. 
As we discuss in this paper, users may also fnd that the content 
is neither entirely negative or positive, which makes it difcult 
to decide whether to provide feedback on whether they liked or 
disliked it. Furthermore, research has shown that users have a wide 
range of experiences with sensitive content. 

Recommender systems are sometimes designed to provide users 
with serendipity by showing them unexpected or new content that 
evokes a positive emotional response [44] (i.e., an unexpected mo-
ment can brighten a user’s day), but emerging work in HCI has 
also documented the negative experiences that can occur when 

unexpected encounters with sensitive content occur, such as unex-
pectedly seeing content related to an ex-partner [53] or a deceased 
person [11, 38]. 

In contrast to some of the negative efects that users sometimes 
(but not always) experience when unexpectedly encountering algo-
rithmically curated sensitive content, users may experience greater 
well-being when they intentionally create and share sensitive con-
tent. Research suggests that users may fnd they receive social 
support when they make sensitive self-disclosures on social media 
[13], such as sharing experiences with depression on Instagram 
[3] or coming out as trans on Facebook [29]. Researchers have 
identifed that a variety of contextual factors, including a user’s lo-
cation/setting, infuence how users use digital tools to interact with 
social support systems (e.g., users are more likely to engage with 
their online support systems when they are physically located in 
places that are private and comfortable) [12]. In Section 5.2, we also 
identify that location and other contextual factors are important 
when viewing sensitive content. 

Much HCI research on mental health on social media has been 
devoted to detecting emotional distress due to mental health issues 
through automated systems (e.g., [18, 19, 59]). However, researchers 
have argued for a more nuanced analysis of multiple viewpoints 
and the myriad ways that users share and interpret content related 
to mental health and illness on social media, and they point out 
the ways that classifcation systems fail to take into account these 
nuances [25]. We aim to contribute to this conversation by recog-
nizing that users have a multiplicity of experiences with how social 
media interacts with their well-being. In this paper, we also explore 
how automatically detecting whether content is bittersweet is both 
a technical challenge and an ethical dilemma. 

2.3 Bittersweet emotions and nostalgia 
In this section, we turn to the psychology research as a starting 
point for thinking about bittersweet as a concept, although these 
conceptions have limits that we discuss in this section. Throughout 
this this paper, we bring this literature in conversation with HCI 
and critical algorithm studies research, and we discuss how mixed 
emotions create challenges for recommender systems. 

The concept of “bittersweet” emotions has been explored in the 
psychology discipline as “mixed valence emotions” [61] or “am-
bivalence” [58], which are described as feeling both “happy” and 
“sad” simultaneously. There has been some debate among emotion 
theorists about whether it is truly possible to feel more than one 
emotion at once2 or if people simply vacillate between emotions 
[45]. In this literature, bittersweet emotions are also tightly coupled 
to the concept of “nostalgia” which has taken on new meanings over 
the years [63]—where nostalgia was once considered to be “bitter” 
and was pathologized, it now is often described as a “bittersweet 
emotion” [6]. 

As we describe in our fndings in Section 5.1, the process of 
refecting on the past can change the narratives people have about 
their life experiences—refection can bring about both redemption 
sequences (in which a person’s “narrative progresses from a neg-
ative life scene to a positive or triumphant one” [63]) or contam-
ination sequences (i.e. “the narrative moves from an afectively 

2Our participants generally held this viewpoint. 
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positive life scene to an afectively negative one” [63]). Nostalgia 
typically brings about redemption sequences rather than contam-
ination sequences [58, 63], which can have well-being benefts. 
Nostalgic feelings are thought to often be triggered by disruptive 
life events or negative afect (especially loneliness [65]), but they 
generally help bufer people from these negative experiences and 
ultimately have a more “pleasant” or “positive” efect because they 
allow people to refect on their perceptions of their “true selves” 
[5], and they have social and existential benefts [58]. However, for 
people who tend to worry, nostalgia may be more bitter due in part 
to the dissonance between how a person feels in the present and 
their past feelings [60]. 

The approaches to understanding bittersweet emotions that we 
discussed above require emotions to be framed as things that can 
be measured and operationalized. Like other critiques around how 
algorithms classify sensitive content—of algorithms’ lack of nuance 
and context [25], and of how the discourses used to describe these 
systems can be dehumanizing [14]—we think there are nuanced 
ways to discuss bittersweet emotions in our context that honor the 
complexity of human emotions. We think of bittersweet emotions 
as highly contextual and evolving and beyond the dichotomies of 
bitter/sad and sweet/happy. This concept of bittersweet resists quan-
tifcation or categorization; conceptualizing bittersweet content in 
this way allows us to look at a wider range of human experiences 
than we might in the design of a recommender system or in a study 
in which emotions are quantifed. We use Facebook Memories as a 
case study of the complexity of the ways that human emotions and 
recommender systems interact. 

3 BACKGROUND: FACEBOOK MEMORIES 
Facebook Memories (see Figure 1) provides a compelling site for 
studying TMRs in part because Facebook has such a large and di-
verse user base and a long history of using TMRs (and thus, users 
are familiar with these features). Furthermore, Facebook has a rich 
repository of content to present regularly to these users—thus we 
were easily able to fnd users that had experiences with sensitive 
content. A Facebook Memory is typically a past post from a user 
that Facebook resurfaces. The most well-known of the Memories 
features is “On This Day” (OTD), which uses a recommender sys-
tem to select and show a user a post they made on Facebook on 
that same day in a prior year. People have the option of sharing 
the post with others and adding commentary. Our study focused 
on this feature. Other types of Memories features include or have 
included Father’s Day and Mother’s Day memories, Year in Review 
videos, anniversary memories with a friend, and various personal-
ized videos like Friend’s Day, Say Thanks, and Lookback. 

People do not always see Memories when they log into Facebook, 
but when they do, they are displayed at the top of their News Feed. 
People also have the option of going to the Memories Home page 
that shows them all of their Memories for that day — including 
Memories that were not selected for display on the News Feed. 
Settings on Memories Home also allow people to select specifc 
users and time frames to exclude from their Memories, and well as 
controls for Memories related notifcations. 

4 METHODS 
We recruited participants via a screening survey on Facebook and 
then interviewed participants about their experiences with seeing 
sensitive content via the Memories feature. We then analyzed the 
interviews with thematic analysis and subsequently identifed “bit-
tersweet” as a sensitizing concept. We used our analysis to explore 
the contextual factors that make content bittersweet and what par-
ticipants believed about why they were recommended bittersweet 
content. 

4.1 Recruitment and interviews 
In 2019, we interviewed 20 Facebook users from the United States 
who had seen a post with sensitive content through a Facebook 
Memory. To recruit interview participants, a standard survey invi-
tation (displayed at the top of a user’s News Feed) was broadcast to 
Facebook users who had seen a Facebook Memory in the past day 
on their News Feed or on the Memories Home page. The survey 
invitation asked if users would like to share their opinion. Clicking 
on the invitation took participants to an in-platform survey screen. 
The survey asked participants to describe what the Memory was 
about in an open-ended text box and then indicate how they felt 
about it using the options: “Good”, “Bad”, “Both good and bad”, or “I 
did not feel anything.” Participants were then asked to explain their 
response and were given the options: “the memory was painful”, 
“the memory was enjoyable”, “the memory was uninteresting”, and 
“I don’t like looking at memories on Facebook.” Participants could 
select multiple options. Finally, participants were given the option 
of leaving their name and email address if they would like to be 
contacted for an interview. The survey data were only used to re-
cruit participants and inform us about what issues might come up 
before each interview. 

Of those users who had said they would like to participate and 
had shared their email address, we followed up with people who 
reported viewing Memories about common but sensitive life events, 
told them about the study, and asked if they would like to partic-
ipate in an interview. We had originally planned to only recruit 
participants who had seen a Memory related to a deceased loved 
one, but expanded the scope of our study to focus on Memories 
related sensitive life transitions. This decision was in part because 
of the types of responses we received through the screening survey 
and in part because it allowed us to extend HCI literature that has 
focused on sensitive content curation related to a single type of 
life event (e.g., breakups [53]). Two of the authors discussed this 
new study design decision extensively and selected participants 
together—all of whom had experienced a life transition typically 
associated with grief (described in Table 1). We scheduled inter-
views as soon after their encounter with the Memory as possible, 
with the majority being interviewed within 48 hours. The frst four 
interviews were conducted by two of the authors, and we iteratively 
refned our protocol based on those initial interviews. The rest were 
conducted by the frst author. 

Our 20 interview participants’ ages ranged from 21-69. Partici-
pants were located in the United States, predominantly from the 
South and Midwest. When asked about their occupation, partici-
pants said they worked in marketing, sales, medicine, education, 
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Figure 1: Screenshots from 2018 of Facebook Memories. (Courtesy of Meta.) 

were stay-at-home parents or partners, and/or retired. Four par-
ticipants also said they were disabled. See Table 1 for additional 
demographic information including age, gender identity, and details 
about their life transition and encounter. 

We spent approximately one hour with each participant over 
video chat or phone and asked them questions about the content of 
the post they saw, details about the life transitions they experienced, 
the context in which they saw the post, how they felt about the 
post, their thoughts about why they had been shown the post, and 
what could improve their experience. 

4.2 Research ethics 
Prior to conducting this work, we developed a protocol for halting 
the interview if participants showed distress based on the recom-
mendations in [21] and [41], and the last author had extensive expe-
rience with conducting interviews on sensitive topics. Interviewees 
were also informed that the interview might be emotionally difcult 
and that their participation was voluntary and they could choose to 
stop participating at any time. Interviewees gave us permission to 
share their stories and quotes. We encouraged participants to speak 
about whatever they found most salient as opposed to adhering 
strictly to our interview protocol. We did not need to stop any in-
terviews, but we did send follow up emails to thank all participants 
and also did an additional check in with one participant after an 

interview that was particularly emotionally intense. Participants 
were given a $75 Amazon gift card as compensation for their time. 

We have pseudonymized all participant names, and we strove 
to include enough details to tell their stories in a way that honors 
the complexity of the participants’ experiences without presenting 
them in a sensationalist manner. 

We had a sensitivity reader review our story about Jeremy at 
the top of this paper, and we followed their feedback to omit some 
details. Per the sensitivity reader’s request, we made a donation 
to a relevant organization to thank them for their time and efort. 
We also consulted with HCI researchers of sensitive topics to learn 
about how to conduct researcher self-care after difcult interviews. 

4.3 Analysis 
We adopted a inductive approach to our analysis drawing on con-
structivist grounded theory [16]. Our analysis involved iterative 
rounds of open coding [55] and discussion to identify and charac-
terize the themes presented in our results [10]. When we began 
the study, we were initially examining how users were negatively 
impacted by encounters with sensitive content; however, in early 
analysis we noticed that a large set of experiences with Memories 
were both negative and positive—what our participants referred to 
as “bittersweet”. We chose to explore this type of experience further 
in our analysis. The codes we developed could be grouped into: 
types of Memories, what action the participant took after seeing the 
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Pseudonym Gender Age Life transition (LT) LT occurred Post made Reaction 

Roger Male 41 Difcult living situation 4 years ago 4 years ago Bad 

Nic Non-binary 21 Estranged family 5 years ago 5 years ago Good and bad 

Scarlett Female 33 Divorce 1 year ago 8 years ago Good and bad 

Beth Female 42 Death of friend (murder) 0.5 years ago Data unavailable Good 

Nelly Female 48 Death of husband (cancer, sudden) 2 years ago 7 years ago Good 

Susan Female 46 Death of mother 3.5 years ago 3 year ago Good and bad 

Trish Female 53 Breakup 7 years ago 7 years ago Good and bad 

Mark Male 48 Death of wife (suicide) 1 year ago 6 years ago Good and bad 

Stella Female 38 Death of dog (accident) 1 year ago 2 years ago Good and bad 

Charlene Female 23 Death of cousin (suicide) 1 year ago 3 years ago Good and bad 

Bridgett Female 30 Divorce 0.5 years ago 6 years ago Good and bad 

Jeremy Male 36 Death of father (cardiac arrest) 18 years ago 3 years ago Good 

Marianne Female 37 Life-threatening illness 3 years ago 3 years ago Good and bad 

Eunice Female 69 Family members’ terminal cancer Ongoing 2 years ago Good and bad 

Dana Female 34 Death of friend (cancer) 1 year ago 7 years ago Good 

Cass Female 47 Divorce (sudden) 0.5 years ago 6 years ago Good and bad 

Hannah Female 55 Death of sister (cancer) 1 year ago 1 year ago Good and bad 

Linda Female 64 Death of daughter (overdose) 7 years ago 7 years ago Good 

Shauna Female 39 Life-threatening illness 2 years ago 2 years ago Good and bad 

Anna Female 53 Divorce (sudden) 4 years ago 4 years ago Good and bad 

Table 1: Participants’ demographics and information about their life transition and reaction to the Memory. All participants 
were from the United States, with most residing in the South and Midwest. 

Memory, contextual factors (e.g., time of day of viewing), the partic-
ipant’s suggestions for how to improve encounters with sensitive 
content, and the participant’s theories about how the Memories 
recommender system chooses posts. We then wrote memos, and 
we discussed which issues cut across the memos. We identifed 
that participants’ expectations, contexts in which they viewed the 
content, and how they made sense of the Memories recommender 
system were key components of how they navigated encounters 
and how the encounters impacted them. 

5 FINDINGS 
We found that participants often described the content they saw 
as “bittersweet”, which we found to be an important sensitizing 
concept that allowed us to explore the breadth and complexity of 
people’s experiences with TMRs. We frst describe what that con-
cept meant for our participants and how it could evoke positive and 
negative emotions. Even when participants felt negative emotions, 
they typically wanted to see the bittersweet content—but whether 
an encounter was (un)wanted was dependent on multiple factors, 
including whether it was an (un)expected encounter with the con-
tent, whether the content was viewed in an appropriate context, 

and whether the participant’s understanding of how the recom-
mender system worked aligned with how it behaved. We discuss 
the actions that participants took based on whether the content was 
more wanted or more unwanted. In Section 6, we refect on known 
challenges in recommender systems that are further complicated 
by people’s often contradictory and complicated reactions. 

5.1 What makes content bittersweet 
We found our participants’ use of the word “bittersweet” to be pow-
erful because the concept allows us to think beyond dichotomies 
of bitter and sweet. We do not envision bitter and sweet as a Likert 
scale or a spectrum, but two spectra (bitter/not bitter and sweet/not 
sweet). We think of bittersweet as just one type of “sensitive con-
tent”, which we described earlier as content that has the potential 
to evoke a strong emotional response. Often content that partici-
pants described as bittersweet tended to be both intensely bitter 
and intensely sweet. 

“Bittersweet” was described in diverse ways. Participants spoke 
of content that was simultaneously happy and sad, content that 
made them feel a happiness twinged with sadness, and content 
that made them feel a sadness twinged with happiness. Neither 
was bittersweet always a static or inherent quality of the content: 
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Feelings about content can shift over time and in diferent contexts— 
content could be bittersweet in one moment and not another. These 
varied experiences are similar to the multiple, sometimes contradic-
tory ways that bittersweet emotions and nostalgia were theorized 
in Section 2.3. Although how participants understood and experi-
enced bittersweet emotions difered, it generally was associated 
with movement through emotions: content was not bittersweet 
when it was originally posted but became so over time. 

Content was often bittersweet when it had changed emotional 
valence after it had been posted (e.g., something that was sweet 
at the time was now also somewhat bitter or something that was 
bitter at the time was now also somewhat sweet). Encounters with 
bittersweet content aforded participants the opportunity for re-
fection about a difcult life transition, and often that refection 
prompted the change in emotional valence. TMR systems support 
modes of refection that would otherwise be difcult—they provide 
serendipity and unexpectedness because users have the opportu-
nity to see content that they would otherwise have to deliberately 
seek out. For example, our interview with Stella demonstrated how 
the seeing the Memory post led her to remember how diferent her 
life was six years ago when she was regularly in chronic pain. 

Stella: Sometimes it’s like, “wow, what was going on 
at that time?” I hadn’t had any bouts in probably, I 
would say, close to six years now. And it amazes me 
when I see the fbromyalgia posts, how much I was 
hurting. And it’s hard for me to remember how well 
I’m doing now compared to then. It’s so diferent now. 
I’m not married anymore. I don’t have all the weight 
that I had on me. I don’t have all the stress that I had. 
I’m not hurting like I was. I was thinking about how 
it was then, and it’s kind of powerful. 

Refections on difcult life transitions, like Stella’s, often help 
people to reframe negative events as positive events that led to 
growth (e.g., what the psychology literature refers to as “redemption 
sequences” [63]), and participants often expressed that they were 
thankful for the support they had received during the life transition 
and grateful that they were no longer in that place emotionally 
or physically. However, the opposite (“contamination sequences” 
[63]) were not infrequent—initially positive experiences, such as a 
photograph of a vacation with an ex, now caused participants to 
have mixed feelings because they were refecting on it with new 
information (e.g., that the ex was cheating): 

Cass (about an ex-husband who cheated on her): It just 
brings up stuf, what you thought life was going to be 
like now, and then it’s just so diferent than what you 
thought it was going to be. [...] It makes the memory 
bittersweet. It doesn’t make it horrible, but it just 
makes it sad now because it reminds you of what you 
no longer have. 

Content that evoked contamination sequences, like Cass’ en-
counter with a picture of her ex-husband on their vacation, could 
be difcult for participants. While it was a bittersweet experience 
for Cass, a similar experience would have been just bitter for some 
of our other participants. Even though we saw that participants 
generally did want to see sometimes bittersweet content regard-
less of whether it was difcult, participants generally did not want 

to see content about exes or estranged people, often because the 
memories were signifcantly tainted by a sense of hurt or betrayal 
that other kinds of bittersweet content were not. 

While encounters with bittersweet content were often experi-
enced as more positive (redemption sequences) or as less positive 
(contamination sequences) than a participant’s original experiences, 
a common factor across all the bittersweet content was that it was 
transformed by a participant’s refections and knowledge that they 
had gained since their original experience. 

As we discuss later, participants often discussed bittersweet con-
tent with others to process it, and they were able to refect on 
this content with us in the interviews as well. While sometimes a 
participant’s encounter with sensitive content evoked bittersweet 
emotions right away, the encounter was sometimes only became 
bittersweet after they refected on the experience of encountering 
it. Thus, we see bittersweet content as not just content that is bit-
tersweet in the moment of viewing, but bittersweet over time. We 
later discuss how participants tried to anticipate when they might 
see bittersweet content in order to ameliorate some of the more 
difcult aspects of these encounters. 

5.2 Factors that infuence whether an 
encounter with bittersweet content is 
(un)wanted 

Participants had a range of feelings about whether they wanted 
to have encounters with bittersweet content based on three main 
factors: (1) whether they expected to encounter the content, (2) the 
context of their environment when viewing the content (e.g., what 
time of day they saw the content), and (3) their beliefs about how 
the recommender system decided to curate the content, which were 
often based on how well they thought the recommender system 
could understand contextual factors and on their perceptions of the 
afect of the recommender system. 

5.2.1 (Un)expectedness of the encounter. Most participants knew 
that there were algorithms that curated their News Feeds and that 
this curation would create unexpected encounters. However, they 
often went to their News Feeds to see their friends and groups’ 
posts, not with the intent to refect or reminisce. Therefore, they 
found some encounters with Memories to be unexpected because 
the encounters did not align with their intent when they opened 
Facebook. 

Expectedness often made a diference in how participants re-
acted when encountering bittersweet content: many participants 
reported that they would prefer not to be surprised by a sensitive 
Memory at the top of their News Feed.3 Participants often did want 
to see–and even expected to see—sensitive content on dates that 
were signifcant to them, such as seeing content about deceased 
person on the person’s birthday, anniversary of their death, other 
anniversaries, and holidays. For example, Dana looked forward to 
seeing a video of her grandfather every year on Facebook. 

Dana: [It] goes back to my faith system and believing 
that I will see [my grandfather] again [...] I learned so 

3While almost all of our participants saw Memories pop up at the top of their News 
Feed, four of our 20 participants actively sought out Memories by going to the Memories 
Home page as part of their daily routine, and a ffth participant occasionally looked at 
the Memories Home page. 
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much more about him [through the video shown at his 
memorial] and then just getting to see the conglomer-
ation of all the diferent pictures and it’s a celebration 
of his life. I mean I cry of course, but sometimes those 
are good tears, those are happy tears, but yeah, I just, 
to take the time to remember my grandpa by watching 
that video it feels very special and painful to me. 

For Dana, it was almost a ritual to take a certain time of year 
to remember her grandfather, but she did not want to spend other 
times of year doing so because “he wouldn’t want us to be sad 
frequently throughout the year.” Dana would prefer not to see 
content about her grandfather other times because it would cause 
her to feel complicated and intense feelings at times that she had 
not intentionally set aside for them. 

5.2.2 Context of viewing: time of day, location, and mood/headspace. 
The context of viewing had an important efect on the reception 
of the content itself and often infuenced whether the content was 
experienced as bittersweet. As discussed earlier, there is an aspect 
of nonlinear movement into/through bittersweet emotions, and 
changing contexts can infuence its direction. We thus see content 
and context as distinct, but intertwined aspects of bittersweet emo-
tions. In the following, we describe what we mean by “context” in 
further detail. 

The time of day was a major factor in how participants felt about 
posts. Memories became part of their routine and an integral part of 
some participants’ experiences with Facebook. Participants usually 
viewed Facebook on their phone, and they usually saw the post in 
the morning as part of their routine. 

Cass (about her ex-husband): I’m usually sadder in the 
morning. I don’t know why. So, if it’s frst thing in 
the morning and that’s the frst thing I see when I’m 
looking at Facebook while I’m drinking my cofee or 
eating breakfast, it might have the tendency to set the 
tone for the day, and just made me sad for the day. 
Especially if it was a really great, great memory, and 
I’m like, "God why did you [the ex] fuck this up?" 

Some locations, such as a workplace, were less ideal for viewing 
sensitive content: 

Susan: [The picture of my deceased mother] just kind 
of caught me, and I sat there and thought about dif-
ferent things for a little bit. Then I had to get back to 
work. But I was distracted the whole time. 

Another contextual factor was the mental health, mood, or headspace 
of the participant at the time that they saw the content: 

Beth: So I have depression and anxiety. I think maybe 
if I was in the middle of an episode or something like 
that, you know what I mean? I think it would be a 
perfect storm of really horrible stuf happening. 

Some participants said that they consistently reacted more strongly 
to sensitive content than most might because they had behavioral 
health conditions (e.g., anxiety disorders, personality disorders), 
which are associated with rumination [47]. As discussed earlier, 
people who ruminate focus repetitively on negative aspects of a 
memory, which causes them to feel worse. 

5.2.3 Understandings of algorithmic “afect” and the limitations of 
algorithms. How participants understood behavior of the Memories 
recommender system impacted their expectations about when they 
would see bittersweet content. They often tried to determine what 
emotion the recommender system was trying to convey—which we 
refer to as “afective sense-making”. 

Afective sense-making occurred when participants ascribed 
afect to the recommender system—both in terms of how a rec-
ommender system might make sense of a participant’s emotions 
and in terms of how it presented the content to them—and they 
used their theories about the recommender system’s afect to make 
sense of its behavior. They felt that it did not make space for their 
emotional responses in the ways that a close friend or therapist 
would. In human interactions, we have a bidirectional outlet to 
express our feelings—the person we are speaking with understands 
the context of the conversation and we can have dialogue that can 
help with sense-making [17]. Furthermore, the other person’s goal 
is not necessarily to make us happy but to make space for us to 
process our feelings. However, some of the participants theorized 
that the recommender system was simply designed to show them 
content that would make them happy. 

They felt negatively when the information was presented to 
them in a way that suggested a recommender system had misin-
terpreted bittersweet content as “happy” content. Some partici-
pants had beliefs about the limitations of the recommender system 
which softened the blow when there was a mismatch in what they 
wanted the recommender system to (not) show them and what 
they were shown. Their reactions were complicated, messy, and 
often contradictory—leading to behavior that could be difcult to 
interpret using feedback mechanisms. 

At times participants were upset when Memories showed them 
content they did not expect, and they believed that it did so because 
the platform was designed in such a way that it made incorrect 
assumptions about what they would want to see. 

Mark (about his wife who died by suicide): A handful 
of times in the past year [there] has been a photo 
that has either a picture of her or an association to 
something we did. You might be able to imagine, each 
and every time that happens it’s sort of a bittersweet 
kind of situation where, on one hand you’re like, “Oh, 
here’s when we did this thing” or “I’d even forgotten 
about this. Oh, isn’t that pleasant? Oh, by the way, 
here’s a reminder that your wife died a year ago.” 

Mark later suggested that perhaps others fnd this suite of fea-
tures to be “entertaining”. Along with many other participants, he 
hypothesized that the Memories recommender systems were de-
signed to only select happy and/or signifcant Memories. Nic, for 
example, shared an experience where Memories shared a photo of 
them playing a board game with estranged family members. As a 
student/web designer, Nic had put a signifcant amount of thought 
into how Facebook’s algorithms might go about ensuring Mem-
ories were positive. And indeed, the Memory in that photo had 
been positive, initially, and Nic was quick to reason that that was 
why the photos had been presented. Participants like Mark and Nic 
demonstrate how reactions to encounters with bittersweet content 
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are the result of both the content and one’s understanding of why 
the content (even erroneously) was presented. 

Thus they felt the “tone” was inappropriate, even if the content 
was presented in a neutral way—just the act of showing it to them, 
rather than any particular aspect of the interface, was perceived 
as being cheerful. These participants were subsequently surprised 
when a Memories post had a negative association or was a reminder 
of things that they found inconsequential or unimportant to them. 

Nic: Sometimes Facebook will try to pull up the posi-
tive memories with someone who you no longer want 
to associate with, which I like the focus on the positiv-
ity but sometimes the person themself is the problem. 

Participants did not feel that much could be done about seeing 
unwanted Memories because they felt the algorithms were just 
not “smart” enough to detect contextual factors that were highly 
individualized to them. While Facebook does allow users to list 
people and date ranges that should be excluded from Memories, our 
participants also discussed more subtle and contextual factors that 
cannot be easily articulated to a recommender system. However, 
the participants also acknowledged how complex and difcult those 
factors would be to identify. Participants like Nic felt that it was 
impossible for Facebook to know the context of a post (e.g., whether 
the picture was taken in a place that they had bad associations with) 
because it was not technically feasible. And participants repeatedly 
told us that there was almost no way that Facebook could possibly 
know that a particular Memory was bittersweet (e.g., in the case 
where a breakup was not reported on Facebook). Furthermore, 
sometimes content is sensitive for very indirect reasons: 

Dana: [Making the algorithms more sensitive] would 
be almost impossible because you would never know 
what triggers those things. Some of the big things that 
I think kind of defne my grandpa were skiing and 
honeybees. I mean how are you supposed to know 
that an ad for honey might be a trigger, you know? 

In many cases, participants seemed more accepting of sensitive 
content because they found the perceived limitations of recom-
mender systems to be understandable—in other words, they may 
have been more forgiving when the recommender system showed 
them upsetting content because they thought they knew why it 
had happened. For example, Eunice told us about a picture of her 
father-in-law with her grandson that she found to be bittersweet, 
but she did not fault the recommender system because “How [is 
Facebook] supposed to know that my father-in-law, that was the last 
picture of him with the baby, you know?” Not only would it be dif-
fcult to determine that it was the last time that her father-in-law 
saw his great-grandson, but it would be difcult to determine how 
Eunice felt about it. She generally did not feel sad about seeing 
sensitive content on Facebook, but she told us that she found this 
particular Memory both “happy and sad” because she wished that 
her father-in-law had seen her grandson grow older. Participants 
also felt that Facebook’s recommender systems could not know the 
contextual factors that we described earlier, such as a user’s mood: 

Stella: There’s no way Facebook can prevent [me from 
seeing something when I’m feeling really down], be-
cause Facebook, it’s an online app. It’s not you in 

life. It’s virtual. It’s something that you go to. It’s not 
something that you’re going through. 

Stella’s comment also brings up salient ethical questions about 
the obligations that designers of a platform have to their users 
(e.g., should a platform be trying to “prevent” users from seeing 
upsetting content?), which we further explore in Sections 6 and 7. 
Additionally, Stella raises important questions about how the role 
of a platform in a user’s life impacts their reactions to bittersweet 
content. While Stella thought of Facebook as something separate 
from her “real life”, for some participants there was not a clear sep-
aration. How participants thought of the role of Facebook in their 
life may have impacted their reactions to misaligned expectations 
about the behavior of the recommender system. 

5.3 Actions taken depending on whether an 
encounter with bittersweet content was 
(un)wanted 

How participants navigated bittersweet encounters was infuenced 
by whether it was a wanted or an unwanted encounter. We found 
that when participants felt that they did not want to see bittersweet 
content, they would often delete posts or they would take breaks 
from Facebook. However, more often than not, we saw that partici-
pants felt positively about the encounter with bittersweet content. 
When participants did want to see the bittersweet content, they 
often shared the Memory with a select group of people because they 
wanted to experience the content in a more private setting with 
people who would understand its signifcance and could provide 
emotional support. Sometimes the ways in which people shared 
content was akin to how they would share a physical artifact (e.g., 
photo album), and we further explore the implications of these 
practices in Section 7.1. 

5.3.1 Actions taken for more unwanted content ofen involved dis-
engaging or venting. Usually participants scrolled past unwanted 
content and went on with their day, but sometimes participants 
deleted the post if it was about a topic they never wanted to see 
again (usually an ex—we had no participants mention deleting con-
tent about a deceased person), and one person mentioned that they 
used it as a kind of curation tool to identify which posts needed to 
be deleted.4 However, in general, participants did not delete posts 
because they felt that they might want to view them at a later date 
even if they did not want to see them currently. For example, some 
mentioned that they do not delete pictures of exes because they 
want to share them with their children (sometimes saving them for 
when their children are older). 

When participants did share posts about things they did not 
want to see, they did so out of frustration or amusement that the 
recommender systems would do such a poor job of predicting what 
they would like to see. As discussed in 5.2.3, they felt that the 
algorithm was not “smart enough” to avoid these mistakes. For 
example, Scarlett, who saw a post about her ex-husband, said, “I 
thought it was just ironic and I was like, “this is stupid”, so I just 

4Hiding posts was another option, but only one participant mentioned hiding posts. It 
is unclear whether participants were unaware that they had the option to hide posts, 
whether they thought that deleting and hiding were the same thing, or whether hiding 
was simply an uncommon action. It is possible that people fnd scrolling by more 
efective than dismissing a post. 
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posted it” and that “it was more of an annoyance [towards Facebook]. 
I didn’t really feel anything towards the relationship. It was just an 
annoyance, like “it’s 8:00 in the morning and I don’t want to see this.”” 
Scarlett’s friends also responded by saying they were “cracking up” 
and responded with “haha” reacts. For participants like Scarlett, 
one reason for sharing was to express annoyance (and perhaps 
even some excitement about fnding a “bug” in the system) about 
Memories’ recommender system’s poor choice in selecting a post 
due to how they perceived the goal of the recommender system: to 
show them content that they wanted to see. 

While some participants coped with unexpected sensitive con-
tent through humor, others shared the post out of frustration and 
sadness. For example, Hannah shared a Memory about her deceased 
sister because she wanted to gain the support of people who un-
derstood why it was painful to see the post. 

Some participants even reported that people they knew would 
stay of Facebook for periods of time, such as a month they associ-
ated with a suicide attempt or the death of a loved one, in order to 
avoid these kinds of encounters. 

Anna: I have a friend whose dad died in August two 
years ago... and when it comes close to the anniversary 
of his death, she just gets of Facebook for a couple 
weeks because she doesn’t want to relive the mem-
ories... I have a friend whose son died in September 
six years ago, and she just stays of Facebook for the 
month of September. So, there are people who do stay 
of of it because of bad personal memories. I respect 
that. 

Instead of avoiding Facebook during times of the year associated 
with difcult events, some participants would only avoid going 
on Facebook on specifc days in order to avoid encounters with 
sensitive content (e.g., the deathday of a loved one). In this case, 
being able to expect the encounter gave the participant the ability 
to make a decision about how they would like to engage with past 
content. 

Mark: I might have been on very briefy [on the an-
niversary of my wife’s death], but there was a con-
scious choice to like, “I’m not going to hang around 
here. I’m just checking the direct messages. That sort 
of thing.” [...] The Memory feature was part of [the 
reason I stayed of Facebook]. [Also] it was not a day 
where, “Oh, I wonder who’s saying what and what 
are they sharing? What pithy comments are being 
made today?” That sort of thing. 

In extreme cases, when there were simply too many posts to 
delete that appeared throughout the year (such as pictures that 
were taken with an ex that a person had been with for many years), 
participants said that some people they knew deleted their accounts 
and started new ones. 

Hannah: I actually did share [a picture of my sister 
who was seriously declining in health a week before 
her death] because I just sort of said, “Oh wow. Thanks 
Facebook for reminding me of this sad week.” That’s 
when my other friend popped up and said, “Now do 
you see why I deleted my old account and got a new 

one?” Because her husband, I think, died of brain 
cancer, and she just didn’t like the constant reminders. 

Hannah knew people from through brain cancer advocacy groups 
who could not handle the constant bombardment of posts about 
deceased loved ones. In this case, the content tipped over from 
bittersweet to simply bitter. 

5.3.2 Actions taken for more wanted content ofen involved dis-
cussing it with a select audience. Some participants moved on with 
their day after the encounter and did not continue to think about 
the bittersweet content, but others talked about it with loved ones 
through mediums that allowed them to have more private conver-
sations, such as instant message, Facebook groups, or face-to-face. 
When participants discussed them with someone in person, some-
times it was because the other person was present when they saw 
the Memory and sometimes because they wanted to discuss them 
in person because it felt more appropriate to do so. 

Dana: Social media and texting is not always the best 
way to communicate the way you feel about some-
thing. There’s something to be said for an in person 
or face-to-face discussion [...] Sometimes you know 
you share something and you want to talk about it a 
little bit more, but texting and Facebook isn’t always 
the best avenue for it, sometimes it’s just best done 
face-to-face. 

Dana had taken a screenshot of a post that her deceased friend 
had written and sent it to one of her friend’s two sons, whom 
she was close to. (Dana took a screenshot of the post because the 
friend’s son was not active on Facebook.) She chose that particular 
son because she knew she would see him later to “check in on him” 
in person. She was not concerned about his reaction, but wanted 
to share because ”it would be something that he would appreciate 
getting since he wouldn’t necessarily have access to some of the 
words that she had spoken”, and she wanted to share in that joy in 
person. 

Linda engaged in a similar practice. Before her daughter had over-
dosed and died, she had defriended some of her longtime friends. 
After she died, the friends wanted to see the content on Linda’s 
daughter’s account to remember her, but were unable to because 
they had been defriended. They would come over to Linda’s house 
sometimes and she would pull up her daughter’s account and they 
would view it together. 

Others shared the content with select groups of people because 
they wanted to limit the audience of their post or for privacy reasons. 
In the case of Anna, this decision was related to her safety. She still 
wanted to engage with the content, but could not do so publicly 
without fear of backlash. 

Anna: [I share Memories of pictures with my kids 
over instant message because] I’ve learned that if I 
share it on my wall, there are people who can’t stay 
out of the middle and automatically text [my abusive 
ex-husband whom I have a restraining order against], 
call him, or forward it to him, and then I get nasty 
phone calls and stuf [from him]; so I just like to keep 
it private, between the kids and I. 
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And for other participants Memories were shared with select 
groups of people because the participant felt that they should only 
be shared with people who would really appreciate and understand 
the Memory. Furthermore, they worried that other people might 
judge why the participant was sharing it (e.g., they might think 
that the person was not “moving on” or engaging with the content 
in a “healthy” way). 

Beth: Even though [my deceased local celebrity friend] 
was super popular in [large Midwest city], she still 
only had a very tiny, small group of friends that she 
was tight with. It’s a group that we’ve had in Messen-
ger since we were planning her funeral... So we just 
always share our little stories or memories in there. 
I don’t want to make [the general public] sad all the 
time, you know what I mean? 

Beth shared the video of her best friend singing happy birthday 
to the city she lived in a private chat group with others who had 
been close to her friend. Her best friend’s murder made the news, 
and people inundated her friend’s Facebook page with comments 
shortly after her death, some of whom Beth felt were insincere. 
Thus, she wanted to share the video with people who were close to 
her friend and would respond appropriately. She did not want to 
share it to make a “spectacle” of it. Some participants had support 
groups (both in-person and on Facebook) that they were part of 
and felt that they could talk with people from those groups about 
the Memories they saw. 

Hannah: I think it’s kind of because sometimes you 
can’t talk to people in your ordinary life about things, 
so you have an audience that you already know, that, 
“Wow I know about 50 people in the brain tumor com-
munity, they’re totally going to get this. And they’re 
going to be able to relate to it.” 

Another reason to share posts was that they conveyed something 
important to the participant that may have been difcult to write 
about again—in other words, they do not have to create new content 
about something difcult. 

Hannah: You know, I knew [my sister’s death day], 
and that was more expected and I was going to post 
a picture of her anyways, and so it was kind of nice 
because you actually have something you’ve already 
posted and you can just go, “Oh yeah.” You know? 
Thanks everyone and remember my sister and stuf 
like that. I didn’t have to go recreate anything because 
I could fnd a picture very easily. 

As described in this section, sometimes people with diferent 
emotional reactions engaged in similar behavior (e.g., sharing a post 
out of frustration and sharing a post out of joy), highlighting one the 
challenges of detecting bittersweet content and obtaining feedback 
on it. We further explore the design implications of sharing with a 
select audience in Section 7.1. 

6 TWO CHALLENGES FOR THE 
RECOMMENDATION OF BITTERSWEET 
CONTENT 

Bittersweet content presents sociotechnical challenges for detection 
and feedback. These challenges are the result of the diversity of 
ways that people experience, engage with, and even conceive of 
this content. It breaks the assumptions of systems that presume that 
content is desirable or not, and that make decisions accordingly. 
Bittersweet content does not ft cleanly into the thumbs up/thumbs 
down model of personalization and recommender systems, and the 
features needed for a recommender system to make choices are not 
always clear, nor are the data always available. 

In this section we detail the challenges identifed in our analysis. 
Then, to address these challenges, in Section 7 we then adopt a more 
holistic perspective around the design of such systems, focusing 
on the issues identifed in Section 5.2: expectations, context, and 
sense-making. 

6.1 Challenge 1: Detection of Bittersweet 
Content 

In HCI literature, we tend to focus on designing and improving upon 
designs—but it is difcult to make design recommendations when 
the core of users’ experiences with a system is dynamic, such as 
with curated content. Not only is the behavior of machine learning 
technology dynamic, but the user’s contexts, desires, and situation 
can change. What use case scenarios are designers able to test for 
when building curation features like Instagram suggested posts or 
Amazon purchasing recommendations? How can designers make 
sure that they are testing for all the scenarios that they need to be? 
Bittersweet content is by its nature hard to account for. Because few 
participants said that they did not want to see bittersweet content 
ever, designers are left with a challenge of identifying what content 
might be sensitive, and accounting for contextual factors about the 
user. We found that users had diferent needs at diferent times of 
day, when viewing the content in diferent locations, and when 
they were in diferent headspaces. They wished there were ways for 
TMRs to take these contextual factors into account. However, their 
preferences were highly individualized. While we can imagine var-
ious signals that could enable recommender systems to account for 
such factors, many are not technically, socially, or ethically viable. 
Take for example headspace: There are no sensors for headspace 
like there are for location. Likewise, relying on users to constantly 
provide such information through direct-report would be cumber-
some, even if we imagine it would be efective. Moreover, inferring 
headspace or mental health based on other signals might present 
privacy concerns or violate users’ assumptions about how their 
data are used [15]. 

A potentially even greater challenge is posed by the associative 
nature of memories. Content may trigger unexpected memories 
about sensitive topics that are seemingly unrelated. For example, 
participants found that the location where a photograph was taken 
may have negative associations even if someone who used to be 
part of the participant’s life was not in the photo (e.g., the place may 
have been a frequent location of dates with an ex). Can systems 
be designed to take into account that sensitive content might be 
sensitive only because it is indirectly related to another memory 
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(i.e., it triggers that memory)? How can a recommender system take 
that indirectness into account, and how many “hops” in association 
should it take into account? While there are no easy answers to 
these questions, we ofer them as a way of highlighting the com-
plexity of this space—as well as the limitations when recommender 
systems are tasked with handling nuanced content. 

6.2 Challenge 2: Understanding Feedback on 
Bittersweet Content 

Relying on user feedback to tailor curation becomes challenging 
when we consider ways that content might be emotionally impact-
ful. Sensitive content as a whole presents a challenge here: It is 
not reasonable for a system to show someone a piece of upsetting 
content and then expect them to reliably provide feedback that 
they have been hurt. Even in the case of bittersweet content, where 
participants described momentary breaks from the platform and 
long periods of refection on the content, it is unclear when it might 
be most appropriate to solicit feedback. 

Asking users for feedback on recommendations is further compli-
cated given that what users want can be layered, quickly evolving, 
and even contradictory. As a result, disconnects between between 
system behavior and user preferences is likely. Prior work has noted 
these disconnects in other contexts. For example, a person might 
miss content from a friend who needs emotional support because 
an algorithm “assumed” they were not close [24]. A person may feel 
worse if told they have a behavioral health disorder based on their 
behavior online [25, 56]). And people with historically marginalized 
identities can be harmed by algorithmic attempts to debias users’ 
preferences around dating [32]. With bittersweet content, our data 
show that disconnects can happen in both directions: users can 
be negatively impacted by content the system thinks they want to 
see–and conversely, when recommender systems are overzealous 
in fltering out bittersweet content, users may not have wanted 
encounters with content that is meaningful to them. 

Furthermore, research has shown that folk theories about how 
recommender systems work infuence user behavior [20, 22], and 
if users are concerned about these dissonances, they may provide 
biased feedback in an attempt to mitigate the dissonance (e.g., they 
may be concerned that if they say that they do not like content, they 
might miss content they might like to see in the future). Research 
has shown that negative reactions to the dissonance between what 
users want and how a recommender system behaves can be miti-
gated somewhat by explanations, which can help users understand 
the limitations of recommender systems [23], and similar strategies 
are worth considering with bittersweet content. 

Providing feedback will not be straight-forward. Our current 
work does not suggest clear ways to improve feedback mechanisms 
that will result in new data, signals, or features that recommender 
systems can leverage in better determining when to show bitter-
sweet content. However, we do see ways that interaction and inter-
face design can address how to show bittersweet content. We turn 
to this topic in the next section. 

7 PROVOCATIONS FOR DESIGN PRACTICE 
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN 

In this section, we discuss the three factors that infuence whether 
bittersweet content is (un)wanted (as introduced in Section 5.2): 
expectedness, context of viewing, and sense-making. These factors 
are reframed as user needs that can guide the (re)design of recom-
mender systems that curate bittersweet content. For each of these 
needs, we discuss (1) the supporting fndings that we used to iden-
tify these needs, (2) suggested design practices for addressing the 
needs, (3) specifc design recommendations for our context that we 
derived using those practices, and lastly, (4) broader provocations 
for design, inspired by Baumer and Silberman [7] and generalized 
from the needs that we found. In addition to using the suggested 
design practices to develop recommendations for a specifc context, 
researchers and designers can use the provocations to refect on 
broader challenges with recommender systems that curate bitter-
sweet content (such as the ones we discussed in Section 6). An 
overview of this section is provided in Table 2. 

Baumer and Silberman [7] urge HCI researchers to “engage in 
a critical, refective dialog about how and why [HCI systems] are 
built.” They ask a series of questions to technologists to “ofer one 
set of techniques for engaging in such dialog”, which we fnd rele-
vant here, including questions about the viability of non-technical 
solutions, the difculty of relying on technology, and how designs 
often replace human problems with computationally-tractable al-
ternatives. Algorithmic systems present new challenges as the expe-
riences they enable were not always considered by designers. In big 
data algorithmic systems it is not just the designers’ intentionality— 
but also training data, user feedback, and commercial third parties— 
that shape the behavior of a system. 

As we noted earlier, it is difcult to fully predict the actions of a 
recommender system because of this difusion of intentionality. (In 
our context, it is difcult to know when and how a recommender 
system will interact with content that is bittersweet.) This difusion 
requires that designers account for a broader set of possibilities 
that may emerge from their systems.5 We believe that the three 
additional questions that we pose here—adapted from the questions 
forwarded by Baumer and Silberman [7]—can serve as provocations 
for designers of recommender systems to refect on their responsi-
bilities to users. These questions are not just salient when deciding 
whether to design a technology, but can also guide the (re)design 
of systems as well: 

(1) How can designs draw inspiration from familiar low-tech 
and non-tech artifacts where sensitive content is common? 

(2) How can we identify efective solutions that ameliorate the 
negative aspects of encountering bittersweet content when 
bittersweet content cannot always be readily identifed or 
negative outcomes predicted? 

(3) How can a technology be designed to match how humans un-
derstand a problem rather than a computationally tractable 
version of the problem? 

It is our hope that researchers and designers can use these provo-
cations to fnd their own design implications for their use cases. 

5 See [62] for summaries of long-standing debates about accountability in algorithmic 
systems. 
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Topic Designing for expectedness: 
drawing inspiration from 
non-technological artifacts 

Designing for contextual factors: 
examining the relationship between 
context and sensitive content 

Designing for how humans 
understand problems: afective 
sense-making and computational 
tractability 

Finding 

Design practice 

Design implications 

Provocation 

People want to be able to expect when 
they will see bittersweet content 

Examining the benefts and harms of 
expectedness and discovery 

Enabling expectations 

How can designs draw inspiration from 
familiar low-tech and non-tech artifacts 
where sensitive content is common? 

The context in which someone views 
sensitive content shapes whether it is 
upsetting 

Moving from simple signals to holistic 
and contextual feature sets 

Detecting contextual factors 

How can we ameliorate negative aspects 
of encountering bittersweet content 
when bittersweet content cannot always 
be readily identifed or negative 
outcomes predicted? 

when they encounter curated 
bittersweet content 

Using studies on afective sense-making 
to inform metrics 

Enabling afective sense-making 

How can a technology be designed to 
match how humans understand a 
problem rather than a computationally 
tractable version of the problem? 

Table 2: Structure of this section: fndings which led to general design practice recommendations, our design recommendations 
using those fndings and practices, and wider provocations. 

7.1 Designing for expectedness: drawing 
inspiration from non-technological 
artifacts 

In this section, we explain how referencing other sites of bittersweet 
content can inspire design approaches. Following our fndings, we 
focus on increasing expectedness and user agency. 

7.1.1 Finding: People want to be able to expect when they will see bit-
tersweet content. Our participants found it upsetting when they did 
not have control over whether they could expect sensitive content. 
Research on sensitive content demonstrates that algorithmic harms 
can result from unexpectedly engaging with our own pasts (e.g., 
[53]). Drawing insights about expectedness from other contexts— 
especially non-technological ones—where bittersweet content is 
common presents a promising avenue. Physical artifacts have dif-
ferent afordances and uses than algorithmically curated content, 
and we do not want to assume that they are a replacement for 
recommender systems; however, there are afordances that we can 
incorporate. Consider scrapbooks: While flled with memories from 
the past, people make intentional choices to pull the scrapbook of 
the shelf. They are often seen with loved ones sitting on a couch 
with the goal to reminisce. And the organization of the photos 
allows people the ability to anticipate painful photos on the next 
page, and even skip over a section if they need. 

Non-technological artifacts may achieve similar goals as TMRs, 
however, today people are increasingly documenting their lives 
through technology, rather than scrapbooks (indeed, Facebook has 
become a digital archive of co-created memories [54]). As a re-
sult, encounters with bittersweet Memories often happen as people 
browse Facebook idly and see Memories on the top of their feeds. 
The practice is often an individual one, and when content is inter-
jected into the News Feed there is less ability to contextualize the 
content or anticipate what is coming. 

We saw people emulating the afordances of non-technological 
systems in myriad ways. Most common was making the intentional 
choice to go to the Memories Home page to browse photos, in some 
cases with friends or family, huddled around a computer. Others 
talked about the importance of sharing bittersweet Memories— 
typically via more private channels such as Messenger, a phone 
call, or a face-to-face conversation. 

7.1.2 Design practice: examining the benefits and harms of expect-
edness and discovery. One reason recommender systems are com-
pelling is that they help users to discover new content that they 
might otherwise not [44] — in our case, reminders of things for-
gotten in the past. Yet, as participants described to us, this unex-
pectedness can create emotionally upsetting situations in which 
a user is reminded of something they would rather not confront 
at that moment. For some participants, intentionally visiting the 
Memories section would have resulted in a more positive experi-
ence than having an old post displayed unexpectedly at the top 
of their feed. However, participants also found that unexpectedly 
seeing old content could also be delightful and uplifting, especially 
during difcult times, such as Jeremy’s experience with seeing a 
picture of his father. 

In order to evaluate the trade-ofs between expectedness and 
discovery, designers will have to consider the benefts and harms of 
algorithmically curated systems (which enable discovery) relative 
to their non-digital counterparts (which behave in more predictable 
ways). Designers must also consider the diferences between com-
putational systems and non-digital artifacts when conducting these 
investigations—for example, recommender systems typically have 
a much larger reach than non-digital artifacts (e.g., only a few peo-
ple might ever look at a photo album; whereas, there are often 
many users of a recommender system), and benefts and harms 
will impact people on diferent scales. Part of these considerations 
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will require designers to investigate how people are not only using 
technological systems but also using non-technological artifacts. 

7.1.3 Design implications: enabling expectations. In these design 
recommendations, we draw inspiration from physical photo al-
bums and scrapbooks while still seeking to give users the option of 
engaging with curated content. 

(1) Recommender systems could put sensitive content into its own 
special place for people to view when they are ready. Sensitive content 
could be treated more like a photo album that people view inten-
tionally (rather than content that people see without warning). 
Participants noted that they did not always want to see bittersweet 
content unexpectedly, but that they did not want to delete the con-
tent either—instead, they wanted it to be saved somewhere separate 
from the rest of their content. Similarly, Sas and Whittaker [57] 
have proposed capturing sensitive materials that might be upsetting 
into a “Pandora’s box” that would be a “technology for self-control”. 
The Pandora’s box would prevent people from impulsively deleting 
content but would also restrict access so that people could not ob-
sessively keep reviewing painful content. This recommendation is 
in line with what we heard from our participants, but returns us to 
the challenges around detection of sensitive content we discussed 
earlier. 

(2) Provide users with opportunities to initiate expected encounters 
with sensitive curated content. Users do not always come to appli-
cations with the intent to engage with sensitive content; however, 
they may want these encounters when they are expected. As op-
posed to creating recommender systems that give users encounters 
at unexpected times, we could imagine recommender systems sim-
ilar to Google’s “I’m Feeling Lucky” button, which would allow 
users to initiate encounters with curated or random content. 

(3) Provide more channels (and more frictionless sharing) to allow 
spaces for private groups to come together over the content. Users 
may also beneft from more private ways of engaging with sensi-
tive content as a group (which would also support the creation of 
contexts where bittersweet content was expected). For example, 
people could use a shared scrapbook page or, like Beth, use group 
messages to privately reminisce around the bittersweet content. 

7.1.4 Provocation: How can designs draw inspiration from familiar 
low-tech and non-tech artifacts where sensitive content is common? 
We encourage designers to turn to non-algorithmic systems for 
inspiration when considering how to address bittersweet content. 
After all, uncomfortable encounters are not unique to algorithmic 
systems, or even technology. When considering our previous exam-
ples of scrapbooks and photo albums, it is clear how these artifacts 
allow users more agency in ways that designers can learn from. 
We do not mean to suggest that there is an abundance of agency 
in non-algorithmic systems, but simply that engaging with these 
systems may produce diferent experiences, some of which may be 
less upsetting for some people. It is for these reasons that we fnd 
turning to familiar alternatives as a useful point of comparison. 

7.2 Designing for contextual factors: 
examining the relationship between 
context and sensitive content 

We argue that understanding a user’s contextual factors and per-
sonal defnitions of “sensitive” will help researchers and designers 
to create better recommender systems. 

7.2.1 Finding: the context in which someone views sensitive content 
shapes whether it is upseting. As we have discussed, our fndings 
do not suggest that researchers and designers should try to avoid 
creating applications that produce encounters with bittersweet con-
tent. Participants said they did want to see bittersweet content, 
and research has shown that TMRs can help people to re-appraise 
their pasts in ways that are benefcial to their well-being [33]. Par-
ticipants generally did not want to be shielded from bittersweet 
content and said they did not want to delete such content. There-
fore, there may be signifcant negative emotional impacts if these 
features or content are removed. 

We found that the context in which participants viewed bitter-
sweet content could contribute to the pain people experienced in 
the encounter. Specifcally, people found it to be a particularly dif-
cult experience when they viewed Facebook in contexts that they 
felt were inappropriate for viewing emotionally intense content 
(e.g., while in bed in the morning, during a lull at work, or while 
parked in the car when waiting to pick someone up). While we 
acknowledge detecting context raises a number of technical and so-
cial issues, context was one of the most clear factors that impacted 
sensitive encounters. 

7.2.2 Design practice: Moving from simple signals to holistic and 
contextual feature sets. We do not feel it is possible to build recom-
mender systems that do not produce encounters with bittersweet 
content that are more negative because it is difcult to predict what 
a user will fnd bittersweet (as we discuss in Section 6.1). Therefore, 
we are left with some formidable design challenges. But we be-
lieve understanding the relationship between context and sensitive 
content will begin to address these challenges. 

Empirical research on user feedback and interactions can help 
identify which contextual features are important to consider. We 
were able to identify that some contextual factors make encoun-
ters with bittersweet content negative. We urge researchers and 
designers to work closely and sensitively with users to identify 
the contexts in which they have harmful experiences with content. 
There is a wealth of prior work in HCI that has produced method-
ologies that can help researchers and designers to interrogate their 
own assumptions about what constitutes a harm (e.g., refexive de-
sign [26, 27]). Extending this work to consider algorithmic systems 
is a promising direction of future research. 

7.2.3 Design implications: Detecting contextual factors. We rec-
ommend ways of mitigating painful encounters by using a user’s 
context and implicit user feedback to make decisions about whether 
to display content. These implications are largely based of of par-
ticipants’ suggestions and their ways of understanding encounters 
with bittersweet content. 

(1) Make it clear to users that there are options to customize recom-
mender systems to exclude certain content. In the case of Facebook 
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Memories, all participants were unaware that they had the option 
to exclude date ranges and users from their Memories. Like the 
“Take a Break” option on Facebook,6 which is suggested to users 
when they change their relationship status to indicate they are no 
longer in a relationship, recommender systems could inform users 
of such features if they can detect that a user likely did not want to 
see the content (e.g., they delete the content after it shows up in 
their Memories). 

(2) Change the time of day or location that sensitive content is 
shown. Participants said that they did not want to see sensitive 
content frst thing in the morning—they were often still half awake 
and it sometimes set the tone for their day. Some participants did not 
like seeing sensitive content at nighttime. Location may also play 
into user experiences—for example, some users may not want to see 
sensitive content while they are at work. As we discuss in Section 8, 
this design implication may not be appropriate for all contexts—it 
may be the case that avoiding negative encounters in the morning 
might also prevent users from having positive experiences with 
more sweet content in the morning. 

7.2.4 Provocation: How can we ameliorate negative aspects of en-
countering bitersweet content when bitersweet content cannot al-
ways be readily identified or negative outcomes predicted? Designers 
may want to normalize the expectation that content may not all be 
sweet and that users may fnd experiences with bittersweet content 
to be positive in their own ways—not ways that a recommender 
system might “expect”, but in very human, complicated ways. In-
stead of presenting users with content in a cheerful light, which can 
be harmful to users when there is emotional dissonance, there may 
be ways in interfaces to acknowledge the breadth and complexity 
of experiences with curated content—without presuming to be able 
to know a user’s feelings. 

7.3 Designing for how humans understand 
problems: afective sense-making and 
computational tractability 

We examine how users try to make sense of the intent and afect 
of the curated content that they see, and how to design to support 
user sense-making. Understanding users’ behaviors around sense-
making will also provide recommender systems with information 
about how humans understand problems. 

7.3.1 Finding: people engage in afective sense-making when they 
encounter curated bitersweet content. We saw that even with a rel-
atively (seemingly) straightforward recommender system, such as 
On This Day, participants still engaged in complex sense-making 
and they attributed intentions and afect to the recommender sys-
tem, as well as reasoning about its limitations. Participants per-
ceived afective dimensions of a recommender system’s decision-
making process (i.e., what we refer to as “afective sense-making”). 
They felt that recommender systems were unintelligent and that rec-
ommender systems often “thought” that content was happy when 
it was in fact more bittersweet. Some participants found those in-
congruities upsetting, but they felt there was nothing they could 
do to stop that content from being shown to them because they did 
not have a way to provide feedback on the selection criteria used 

6https://www.facebook.com/help/1638212473101795 

to curate content. We see a relationship between afective sense-
making, agency, and expectedness. If users are able to accurately 
understand the recommender systems of the platforms that they 
use, they may not be caught of guard when the system behaves in 
a way that is incongruous with their feelings about the content. 

7.3.2 Design practice: using studies on afective sense-making to 
inform metrics. Understanding afective sense-making will require 
researchers to engage in qualitative research on users’ afective 
sense-making in order to create human-centered metrics that can 
be used to evaluate the benefts and harms of such systems—instead 
of relying on convenient metrics that are computationally tractable. 
To do so, we will need to broaden what we consider “tractable” in 
order to include human understandings of problems. Likewise, we 
will need to carefully consider what is a “problem.” Baumer and 
Silberman [7] argue that computational systems are often designed 
with the assumption that there is a problem that needs to be fxed. In 
our current context, the term “problem” highlights the complexity 
of bittersweet content and how it can result in users feeling difcult 
(although not necessarily negative) emotions at inopportune times 
or in inappropriate contexts. As researchers, we in turn are asked 
to consider what the "problem" is. Even in our own research, we 
initially approached sensitive content as a category of content that 
we needed to better understand such that we could make recom-
mendations for how to prevent it from being curated. However, as 
our analysis clearly demonstrates, our initial objectives were not in 
line with our participants’ preferences. 

Our (the authors’) initial instinct to detect and remove sensi-
tive content is a good example of the tractability problem. We use 
“computationally tractable” to refer to taking a problem and simpli-
fying its scope and complexity (in terms of societal and personal 
impacts) such that feasible solutions to the problem will have quan-
tifable metrics for success. In recommender systems, computational 
tractability often means framing problems so that their solutions 
can be evaluated by metrics related to user behavior (e.g., whether 
a change to a website increases trafc, whether people are purchas-
ing more) in order to determine whether a technology achieves the 
utility it was created for. 

Bittersweet content, however, requires we take a more nuanced 
approach to metrics. If nothing else, our analysis demonstrates 
that bittersweet content is not content that sits at the mid-point 
between bitter and sweet—in other words, bitter and sweet are not a 
dichotomy, and content can be both very bitter and very sweet at 
once. As researchers, we need to focus on developing metrics that 
capture the complexity experienced by users. Doing so will require 
new ways of soliciting feedback from users and comparing it with 
inferred signals based on deeper qualitative research. 

7.3.3 Design implications: enabling afective sense-making. We de-
veloped design implications based on the afective sense-making 
that our participants described to us. Their afective sense-making 
was not necessarily grounded in empirical data about how algo-
rithms work, but about their own perceptions. We think that provid-
ing users with more data on why they see content would improve 
their experiences with sensitive content. 

(1) Users should see information about why bittersweet content was 
curated. Participants sometimes assumed that the recommender 
system only selects posts that it “thinks” are “happy”, and sometimes 

https://www.facebook.com/help/1638212473101795
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participants were distressed when the bittersweet content was 
presented in a neutral or even cheerful way. In order to give users 
more clarity about why content was curated, we could imagine 
features similar to Facebook’s “Why am I seeing this ad?” (which 
gives users information about why a user was selected for targeted 
advertising), as well as features that would allow users to say that 
they want to see less content that is similar to what they were 
shown. 

(2) Ask users for feedback about whether those selection criteria 
were accurate. When people are shown information about why 
content was selected, a platform could also ask whether the criteria 
used to select the content were relevant to the user. This method 
could help to determine which criteria are most relevant to each 
user (e.g., popular content, content posted on an important date, 
positive content). In Section 6.2 we acknowledged the difculty of 
soliciting feedback after an upsetting encounter, but we believe that 
gaining feedback on the criteria rather than on the content itself 
could be more benefcial for users. 

7.3.4 Provocation: How can a technology be designed to match how 
humans understand a problem rather than a computationally tractable 
version of the problem? Designing for supporting afective sense-
making requires us to also aid users in understanding a system 
and provide users with more opportunities to give feedback. More 
user feedback could help recommender systems learn to be more 
responsive to user needs—in other words, user feedback could ex-
pand computational tractability. Thus, we see a feedback loop be-
tween enabling afective sense-making and expanding computa-
tional tractability. However, researchers and designers will have 
to consider how to encourage users to provide information about 
their afective sense-making process (and when/if it is appropriate 
to do so if a user may be distressed), and they will have to consider 
how to best represent algorithmic intentionality when, as we have 
stated earlier, recommender systems are infuenced by a variety of 
factors (e.g., training data, third party interests, designers’ intents). 

Lastly, although we framed this section in terms of afect and 
intent, these concepts come from how our participants talked about 
recommender systems. Researchers and designers will also have 
to consider their own stances on whether recommender systems 
have intent and/or afect and how their stance relates to their users’ 
understandings, and they must also refect on how these stances 
impact their designs. 

8 LIMITATIONS 
Because of the content of our interviews, this paper was primarily 
focused on our participants’ more negative encounters with bitter-
sweet content, especially bittersweet content that was particularly 
bitter—and our design recommendations erred towards suggesting 
ways to avoid these kinds of encounters. However, recommender 
systems that curate personal social content need to be designed to 
support a wide range of user needs—including the need to have 
positive experiences with bittersweet content. Furthermore, design-
ing to avoid unwanted encounters with particularly bitter content 
may foreclose opportunities for wanted encounters with content 
that is particularly sweet. For instance, we recommended avoiding 
showing users sensitive content in the morning; however, some 
encounters with sensitive content can be positive and inspire the 

start to a good day. Given that these trade ofs will difer in each 
research and design context, we recognize that our fndings and 
design recommendations may not generalize to all applications, 
and we encourage researchers and designers to use the practice 
recommendations and provocations as a starting point for refection 
and analysis. 

9 CONCLUSION 
Ultimately, this paper is a story about how people fnd bittersweet 
content meaningful. People want to engage with things that they 
fnd to be bittersweet, and this paper points at ways to prevent 
bittersweet from becoming just bitter. We argued that recommender 
systems often use binary mechanisms (e.g., "thumbs up, thumbs 
down") to determine what a user wants to see more or less of, but 
these mechanisms are inadequate when there are complex emotions 
at stake. They cannot necessarily take into account aspects of a 
user’s experience that take place of of the platform, such as whether 
a user expected to see sensitive content, the context in which a user 
views sensitive content, and how a user interprets a recommender 
system’s afect and intent. 

We provided some design methods/practices, implications for 
design, and provocations to guide refection on researchers and de-
signers’ responsibilities to users with regard to bittersweet content: 

(1) how to enable expectedness by using non-digital artifacts as 
inspiration, 

(2) how to use a user’s context to understand which encounters 
are upsetting, and 

(3) how to enable afective sense-making to expand what is 
computationally tractable. 

Ultimately, we believe that researchers need to conduct studies 
on these of-platform aspects of user experience. We also argue 
that researchers and designers need to be refexive when it comes 
to examining their own beliefs about experiences with bittersweet 
content. 

These suggestions and our solutions partially address issues 
around upsetting encounters, but also there is still more to refect 
upon and learn. We want to re-emphasize that most participants 
wanted to engage with bittersweet content, so we are not advocating 
for never developing these systems or that they must be perfect— 
but that their design must be tempered with considerations about 
user expectations, about the context in which a user views content, 
and about ways to support sense-making and solicit feedback. 

Our hope is that further research can help us understand the 
contextual factors that infuence how people experience sensitive 
content. We want researchers and designers to create systems that 
do not make sensitive content any more bitter than it needs to be, 
with the hope that they can represent users’ desires for both the 
bitter and the sweet. 
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